8th April 2019
The General Manager
Woollahra Municipal Council
PO Box 61, Double Bay NSW 1360
Att. Mr M Moratelli, Planning and Development
White City – 30 Alma Street Paddington - Supplementary Submission
To be read in conjunction with our Preliminary Submission dated 20.2.2019
Re DA438/2015/2 Proceeding to Sydney Eastern City Planning Panel (SECPP),
Modifications to the approved Stage 1 concept proposal including building envelopes,
indicative uses, vehicle access, car parking and the heritage interpretation strategy
The Paddington Society believes the design of this Development Application as approved and
the proposed amendment is poorly conceived and resolved and is thus struggling to meet the
objectives of the applicant. It will result in an overbearing built form, which will damage
Sydney Grammar Preparatory School, near residential neighbours and the wider urban fabric
of Paddington, one of Australia’s most significant heritage conservation areas.
As such we request the applicant to engage in meaningful and proper consultation with the
key stakeholders including:
- Sydney Grammar School
- Paddington residents, especially those adjacent to the site and in nearby streets
- The Paddington Society, as the long-term custodian and expert in achieving effective
and sympathetic developments in Paddington
- Woollahra Council.
We believe that such a process could and should lead to a better outcome for the applicant,
adversely affected nearby landowners, and Paddington as a whole.
The role of the Paddington Society
Founded in 1964, the Paddington Society has worked effectively with applicants, Paddington
residents, Woollahra Municipal Council, The City of Sydney, and the State Government to
achieve good planning outcomes that meet the needs of a modern and growing city while
preserving and enhancing the fabric and liveability of Paddington. These have included:
• A partner in key planning instruments and effective new developments such as:
- The Paddington Development Control Plan (ongoing)
- The White City Development Control Plan
- The Royal Hospital for Women masterplan
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- Paddington integrated traffic and pedestrian masterplan
- Cross City Tunnel traffic amelioration through Paddington
- Five ways redevelopment masterplan
- Streetscape improvement plans throughout Paddington.
• Regular submissions on key residential, commercial and other development proposals in
order to optimise their suitability and effectiveness in the Paddington context.
• The Society has also worked with the community, councils and state government to stop
ill-conceived development proposals including:
- The Jersey Road widening and demolition of terrace houses lining the road
- A multi-level car park on the historic Paddington Reservoir site
- White City residential rezoning proposals in the early 2000s
- The proposed fence along Oxford Street dividing North & South Paddington.
White City planning history and background
In 2004 after a protracted debate, the community, the Woollahra Council and The Paddington
Society stood as one to reject proposals to rezone White City and redevelop it as a residential
precinct. The overriding reasons included:
- The critical need for open space in a high-density area like Paddington and the
inner east of Sydney
- The positioning of the White City and Sydney Grammar open space as central to
the Paddington Valley leading into Rushcutters Bay
- Its history, heritage and role of White City as a recreational tennis centre.
In order to ensure all parties were in unison, the Woollahra Council developed a White City
site specific DCP. This was signed off and agreed to by the then landowner and the community.
This DCP called for the sensitive development of the site, and included the requirement for
appropriate setbacks, height controls, tree protection, public pathways, improved view lines
etc. Only some elements of the White City DCP have been incorporated in the consolidated
Woollahra DCP 2015 and the Woollahra LEP. It nevertheless still serves to demonstrate what
was deemed by all parties to be development controls that would work on the site.
The current White City DAs - 438/2015/1 and 438/2015/2 – deliver poor planning
outcomes and is clear open space over development.
We objected to the first DA and the extent to which it was non-compliant with the White
City DCP, in existence at the time. Notwithstanding the extent of non-compliance, it was
approved to our enormous disappointment. We maintain this was a very detrimental decision.
The approved design would have significant negative impacts in terms of:
- Too much built form, and too little real open space
- Too high for this key position on the valley floor and totally non-compliant with the
height controls
- Loss of too many key trees and foliage – next to Sydney Grammar and Lawson
Street houses, along Glenmore Road and along the canal
- The zero-setback approved against Sydney Grammar’s playground is an extremely
poor planning outcome with major negative impacts on the school in terms of bulk,
scale and loss of vegetation
- Replacing a single purpose tennis centre with a multipurpose sporting complex
resulting in too many sports requiring to be accommodated in too much built
form over genuine open green space.
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The revised DA builds on the many mistakes of the existing design:
- An increase in the heights of the sports hall next to Sydney Grammar, the club
house and the reinstatement of the Southern Grandstand
- New setbacks even closer to Sydney Grammar, with new bulk, scale and
overshadowing
- Loss of view gains from Glenmore Road and Cambridge Street with the reinstatement
of the Southern Grandstand
- The provision of even more car parking spaces, now four times the current capacity,
which can only be rationalised based on even more traffic movements in and out of
the site, which means even more traffic impact in surrounding streets
- Closing off of the public pedestrian access point from Glenmore Road at Trumper
Park, which is a key to access from the Edgecliff direction, and a relief of volumes
that will need to go via Alma Street
- The almost total extent of impervious land, replacing what is presently a major
absorption zone within the Rushcutters Bay / lower catchment area.
The sheer extent of the development necessitates a very high building cost, which in turn
requires extensive volumes of patrons, across many parts of the day and associated traffic
movements, in order to deliver the revenue return. The risk is that:
- The volume of activity will be totally disproportionate to the needs of a residential
area that surrounds the site
- The site fails financially, becomes a white elephant and this may lead to other
detrimental effects and a new pressure for a different kind of development again.
Unknown new issues that will emerge with the stage two DA:
- The two stage DA process means that many issues to do with the final design
and proposed operation of the site are not even known at this stage. So additional
issues will be layered on to the stage one DA design flaws with little scope for
redress given building envelopes will have been set and agreed.
In granting Consent of Stage 1 Concept DA, Council with approval of the Sydney East Joint
Regional Planning Panel (JRPP) 15.12.2015, imposed 24 explicit “Conditions To Be Met In
Future Development Application(s) for Stage 2”.
Many of these conditions have been ignored, for example below are just six, which we believe
have not been met:
B1 “…allow vitas of the valley floor from the Alma Street entry”
B2 “achieve design excellence incorporating a high level of building modulation/articulation..”
B3 “…demonstrate an appropriate interface with surrounding streets and public domain…”
B4 “…A Road, Pedestrian and Cycleways Network Plan for the whole site showing the proposed
internal….network and connectivity into the wider urban context…”
B15 requires a Stormwater Management Plan and B16 ten flood protection measures.
We believe there is be a better way to achieve an outcome in the interests of the landowner,
potential members, users, the closely affected stakeholders and Paddington as a whole.
In reviewing this application we ask that the following critical basic principles for the
successful development of this site within the Paddington environment have been
achieved:
1. Retaining an open space buffer to Grammar School.
2. Maintaining buildings within the existing footprint.
3. Limiting the height of buildings to RL 18.80.
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4. Providing landscaped pedestrian buffer along the canal, dedicated as public open space.
5. Retaining the open valley floor.
6. Provide landscaped walkway along Weigall boundary.
7. Maintain landscape buffer to adjacent residential.
8. Retain existing trees to Glenmore Road.
9. Maintain views from Glenmore Road across the site.
10. Provide pedestrian access to facility from Glenmore Road.
If the proposal does not achieve these fundamental site planning objectives then it is,
in planning and design terms, a failure. Any future planning or modification to existing
schemes should set out to achieve these objectives.
The attached sketches 2)–7) illustrate the impact of the overwhelming built form on the open
space and its relationship to Paddington, which currently fits comfortably and naturally into
the Rushcutters Bay ampitheatre.
Sketches 8)-9) illustrate an approach – basic planning principles, which satisfy the key
objectives of all parties. It demonstrates that there are other approaches, other alternatives,
which can result in a better outcome. There is no doubt, other solutions can achieve these basic
principles.
Annexure:
1) 1a View of overall context as is, looking east
2) 1b View of overall context as proposed, looking east
3) 2a Local context as is, looking south
4) 2b Local context as proposed, looking south
5) 3a Local context as is, looking north
6) 3b Local context as proposed, looking north
7) 4a Alternative concept design
8) 4b Alternative layout design
9) Preliminary submission dated 20.2.2019
Yours faithfully,

Will Mrongovius
President
The Paddington Society
Per Robyn Attuell
ph 02 9361 0300
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Annexure 1) – 8)
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Annexure 9
20th February 2019
The General Manager
Woollahra Municipal Council
PO Box 61, Double Bay NSW 1360
Att. Mr M Moratelli, Planning and Development
White City – 30 Alma Street Paddington - Preliminary Submission
Re DA438/2015/2 Proceeding to Sydney Eastern City Planning Panel (SECPP),
Modifications to the approved Stage 1 concept proposal including building envelopes,
indicative uses, vehicle access, car parking and the heritage interpretation strategy
The Paddington Society was opposed to the original DA approved by the JRPP.
The Paddington Society opposes the proposed modifications to the approved DA.
In summary we oppose:
• The increased bulk of the proposed modifications particularly along the western boundary
of the site adjacent to the school and local residents
• The height and scale of the clubhouse proposed as approximately 6 floors in the
valley floor
• The addition of 50 car spaces. A total of 320 car spaces is totally inappropriate in Paddington
and should not be permitted at White City
• The increased bulk created by the additional 50 cars and car parking at grade
• A new plant proposed adjacent to the western boundary
• The soccer field pushed to the edge of Rushcutters Creek
• Large trees in the centre of the valley floor
• The almost total extent of impervious land
• Sports lighting in Paddington
• A complete disregard for design excellence in the design of both the buildings
and the landscape on this site so sacred to tennis
• No provision for any public benefits to offset the non-compliance with the
original DCP 2007.
• No through site links, no public open space.
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New matters for objection in detail
Building bulk
• The additional proposed 50 car spaces seems to increase the bulk of the buildings.
• The proposed modification has an unacceptable impact on the western
boundary neighbours, including the Grammar School playgrounds.
• The playgrounds will be overshadowed by the modified building bulk.
• The buildings should be setback from the western boundary and the existing
trees retained.
• The modifications proposed to the clubhouse will further overshadow the school.
Car parking
• We object to increasing the car parking from 271 to 321. The approved car
parking exceeded the Council requirements. The existing site has 80 to 90 car spaces.
• 320 cars should not be permitted in Paddington at White City.
• The increased car parking increases the bulk of the buildings.
• The proposed car parking and landscape area is a very poor outcome. The site is
now proposed to be completely dominated by car parking and impervious material.
New Plant on Western Boundary
• An inappropriate plant room is now proposed on the western boundary. This should
not be permitted. The air quality and noise impact on adjoining school and residents
is completely unacceptable.
Entry experience
• The entry experience to the place does not exhibit any design excellence, dominated
by car parking with no appropriate entry experience.
Rushcutters Creek
• Public access should be provided along Rushcutters Creek.
• Provision for a future riparian zone should be provided along Rushcutters Creek.
Public benefits
• The additional bulk and scale and the additional 230 cars are offset by no public benefit.
• A public link should be provided from Alma Street to New South Head Road.
• The public path along Rushcutters Creek appears to be removed in the modified proposal.
A public path should be provided from Walker Street to a link from Alma Street to New South
Head Road.
Previous objections
Clubhouse projection into the valley floor beyond the existing clubhouse
• The proposed clubhouse appears to project the same distance into the valley floor.
We oppose the projection into the valley floor. Height should be at the edges of the valley, not
projecting 45m into the valley.
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• The height of the building seems higher than the approved height extending in to
the valley floor.
• The building now has reduced seating and no longer needs to be so large.
• Heights should comply with the Woollahra LEP.
• The proposed clubhouse is the equivalent of a six storey apartment building in the
valley floor.
Height of the clubhouse
• The highest point of the clubhouse seems to accord with the approval, but the
placement of the height is very hard to assess, with consequent difficulty in assessing
the impact.
• We oppose this height in the valley floor.
Movement of western trusses
• The modification proposes retaining the trusses in place, but it is not clear how
a basement can be constructed under the existing southern stand.
• The retention of the fabric of the existing southern stand is supported.
Trees proposed within the valley floor
• We oppose the placement of large trees in the valley floor, low vegetation should
be provided to screen the Weigall Grounds from the Hakoah car park.
• We oppose the proposed removal of trees along Rushcutters Creek. Trees should
be retained along this boundary.
• The pitch is now proposed hard on the Creek.
• Is there any future plan to create a riparian zone along the creek alignment?
Removal of trees on the western boundary
• We oppose the removal of trees along the western boundary. The modification
seems to propose no trees whatsoever along the western boundary.
• Note the original DCP required the retention of trees along this boundary.
Child care parking and drop off on Glenmore Road
• Child care parking and drop off is no longer proposed on Glenmore Road.
• However a car park exit is proposed at the eastern end of the site on Glenmore Road.
These are important views across the tennis courts from Glenmore Road to
Rushcutters Creek.
• The new car park exit crosses Macabbi Club land and is not on Hakoah Club land.
Significant tree removal on Glenmore Road
• It is not clear that the modification proposes to now retain all these trees. The
eastern most tree appears in jeopardy.
• All trees along Glenmore Road should be retained.
• The group of trees adjacent 302 Glenmore Road should be retained.
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Increased impervious land
• Our objection to the extent of impervious land in the valley floor remains.
Sports lighting
• Our objection to the sports lighting remains.
Lack of Paddington public benefits
• All of the functions proposed on the site are private. There are no public
benefits to offset the non-compliance with the original DCP 2007
The Society objects to the modified DA and recommends the application not be approved.
Yours faithfully,

Will Mrongovius
President
The Paddington Society
Per Robyn Attuell
ph 02 9361 0300
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